
SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE

TEASER

BLACK.  

ANGLE TO INCLUDE A YELLOW STRIPE, we’re MOVING FAST over it, 
making tracks.  It’s night, the image dreamy.

OPAL (V.O.)
I had a dream the other night where 
I was a spirit, immaterial, float-
ing along the Strip...

ANGLE TILTS UPWARD, still MOVING, to show we’re heading down 

THE SUNSET STRIP

A RAINY NIGHT, everything soft focus, the multi-colored 
LIGHTS of the famed WHISKY, THE ROXY, THE KEY CLUB....

OPAL (V.O.)
It was quiet and still, not a soul 
in sight. I knew I’d been and gone, 
my life snuffed like a burnt-out 
bulb....

SPEEDING UP NOW, ANGLING TOWARD THE SIDEWALK, past the VIPER 
ROOM, the VALETS waving LIT RED WANDS toward parking lots... 

OPAL (V.O.)
I don’t believe in angels, I don’t 
believe in God, but I do believe 
in...

THEO(PRE-LAP)
Donuts.

We come to the sign SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE - NIGHT 

A COFFEE HOUSE with ACOUSTIC GUITAR PLAYING, Regulars sitting 
on lumpy sofas by worn tables, some on laptops writing next 
year’s tentpole, cruising the Net, shooting the shit.

A cavernous yet somehow welcoming space, counter and register 
at back, unexplored realms in the shadowy depths behind. 

THEO, a new customer, is ordering at the counter from OPAL 
(20s), cool, deadpan, co-owner of the place.



THEO 
Crullers, French, cream-filled, 
whatcha got?

OPAL
We don’t sell donuts.  

THEO
C’mon.

OPAL
Nada.  Never.  Not now, not later.

THEO
Then what’s with the --

He indicates the SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE sign.

OPAL
Eighty years ago, they’d have 
called it Dada. Now we call it 
irony. 

He looks at her in bafflement.  

ON THE REGULARS

JIM TROESH (40s), quadriplegic, and his attendant RAOUL; CALI 
ROSS, smart but a bit of a bubblehead; JAMES MOORER, African-
American, built like a wall that walks; CRYSTAL TAYLOR, short 
and round with a voice like strip-mining.

JIM TROESH
(off Theo)

Lightweight.

CALI
Don’t try to sidestep this.  It’s a 
serious challenge.

JIM TROESH
I’m not tapdancing out of anything.  
Movie titles right?

A nod to Raoul, who lifts ice tea with straw for him to sip.

CALI
Yes.  With numbers, in order.

JIM TROESH
Starting with one, or zero?

She shoots him a withering glare.  He sighs.
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JIM TROESH
Suspect Zero, It Happened One 
Night, Two for the Road, The Third 
Man, The Fourth Man, Five Easy 
Pieces, Sixth Sense, Seventh Cross, 
Eight Men Out, Eight and a Half...

JAMES MOORER
Oh, getting fancy now.

JIM TROESH
Nine, The Tenth Victim, Eleventh 
Hour, Twelve O’Clock High, Thirteen 
Ghosts, Fourteen...  

He pauses, thinking.

CALI
Yes?

JIM TROESH
On Valentine’s Day. The fourteen’s 
inferred.

CRYSTAL
That’s not a real movie.

JIM TROESH
Horton Foote wrote it, you can 
check it on IMDB.

JAMES MOORER
You’re reaching, Mr. Troesh.

JIM TROESH
You’re talking to the guy who wrote 
Black Jesus.  I’m extrapolating.

(off their doubt)
Hey, you work with what you got.

BACK ON Opal and Theo.

THEO
Low-fat olalaberry scone and... 
chai latte with whipped cream.

She rings it up, he hands her his Mastercard.  She notes the 
bank on the card.

OPAL
Chicago, huh... Passing through?

THEO
Just hit town, me and the U-Haul.
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OPAL
(impressed)

Free fall, cut the cord, good for 
you... Actor or writer?

THEO
(blushes)

Actor... I mean, I hope to be.

OPAL
You are the minute you say you 
are... Doesn’t mean you’re any 
good, of course, but that’s not 
necessarily an impediment.

TOM KATSIS (late 50s) enters, dolled up as Abe Lincoln.

TOM KATSIS
(to Opal)

Hey, Sweet Thing.  The usual.

She nods, starts making it.

TOM KATSIS
(to Theo)

I’m not the President.  I just play 
one on TV. 

OPAL
(to Theo, explaining)

Commercial.
(to Tom)

How’d it go?

TOM KATSIS
Hey, any day I don’t get shot...

She hands him his double espresso.  He ambles over to the 
Regulars, who greet him warmly.  

Opal hands Theo his order.  He’s eyeing the group wistfully.

OPAL
Go on.  They don’t bite.  Mostly.

He hesitates, shy.  She puts a reassuring hand on his arm.

OPAL
Everyone’s welcome at the Paradise.

He nods, heads off to join them.  
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DOC (20s), cool, deadpan, Opal’s sig other and co-owner of 
the place, enters with NEIL JOHNSON (30s), Australian, 
enthusiastic, big mane of hair, dressed in wild colors and 
heavy-metal jewelry. 

Both carry boxes of art supplies -- paints, brushes, trowels, 
found objects, etc.  Doc gives Opal a kiss.

DOC
Hey, babe.

(off Neil)
Neil Johnson, late of Adelaide and 
Burning Man.

NEIL
A pleasure.

DOC
Exhibition room’s just back there.

NEIL
Brilliant.  Um, you wouldn’t have a 
dolly or better yet a forklift?  
I’ve got a crapload of material to 
fetch in.

DOC
It’s going to be his masterpiece. 
But he’s not talking specifics.

NEIL
All will be revealed.

They move on toward the back room.  

HALLWAY

The door to the Exhibition Room is partly open.  Doc kicks it 
open and they enter

THE ROOM

Which is a disaster of peeling plaster, exposed pipes and the 
graffiti and paint-smeared remnants of previous art shows.  

Above them is a room-length skylight, but we get little hint 
of this as it’s night now. 

FRONT ROOM COUNTER - ON OPAL

VAL RYMER (40s) enters and looks around questioningly.

OPAL
Can I help you?
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VAL
I’m Val Rymer.

OPAL
(means nothing to her)

Okay.

VAL
I was sent an air ticket, and this.

He hands her

A SAVAGE DONUT BUSINESS CARD

Opal turns it over. Hand-written on it:  There’s something 
you deserve.  Wait for me.

BACK ON THEM

OPAL
Where’d you fly in from?

VAL
Middleburg Heights, just outside 
Cleveland.  I’m in demolitions.  

OPAL
People who deserve it?

VAL
Buildings mostly.

OPAL
Want something to drink?

VAL
You got Bud Light?

OPAL
Chocolate Yoo-hoo suffice?

VAL
If it has to.

He starts to fish out some bills, she waves him off.

OPAL
Ohio money’s crap... 

(off his reaction, smiles)
We have a standing rule the 
customer with the best story 
doesn’t have to pay.  
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VAL
Good rule.

OPAL
Make yourself comfortable, let’s 
see what -- 

A COFFEE BEAN & TEA LEAF EMPLOYEE rushes in with a thick 
package, breathless, agitated.

COFFEE BEAN
(to Opal, urgent)

Opal.  Doc here?

OPAL
Back room.  What’s up?

COFFEE BEAN
Get a load of this...

He unwraps the package, revealing a manuscript of white pages 
and a manilla envelope, as the Regulars and Theo draw near.

OPAL
It’s the manuscript of a book....

COFFEE BEAN
Found it at an empty table over at 
my place.  This was on top of it.

He hands Opal an empty Coffe Bean cup.

ON CUP

Scrawled on its side in a hand very different from Val’s 
card:  BURY THIS.  BURN IT.  I’M DONE.

PAN DOWN to the last line:  AT DAWN IT WILL ALL BE OVER.

FAVORING OPAL

Her expression worried as we...

FADE OUT.

END TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT. SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE - MINUTES LATER

Opal’s going through the pages of the manuscript concernedly, 
as the others crowd around her.  

COFFEE BEAN
I couldn’t get my boss to give a 
crap, but I’m worried about this.

CALI
What’s the name on the title page? 
Maybe they’ll be listed in the 
phonebook or someone will know 
them.

OPAL
A.L. Terego.

TOM KATSIS
Now we’re getting somewhere.

OPAL
No, we’re not... It’s a pun.  Alter 
Ego, get it?

JIM TROESH
Geez Louise...

CRYSTAL
We’d have better luck if that was 
the name.

JAMES MOORER
What’s the title?

OPAL
Glue For A Broken Heart...

CRYSTAL
That’s not bad.

TOM KATSIS
Kinda purple.

CALI
I like it.  It sounds like a girly 
book.
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JIM TROESH
Yeah, like the kind they have up by 
the register.

(off Cali’s look)
No value judgment.

OPAL
Only this hasn’t been published 
yet.

TOM KATSIS
How’s it begin?

OPAL
(reading)

“This is a love story, or a story 
about love.  At any rate, it's the 
best story I know. It's 1997, I am 
eleven years old....”

PAN the faces of the others, moved, listening.

OPAL
(reading)

“I am living with my mother, gone 
to ashes now, who has raised me on 
her own since I was three.  I know 
this much -- my mother did not love 
my father.  She loves me.”

TOM KATSIS
That’s pretty good.  What are 
these?

He lifts the manila folder.  Opal opens it; it’s full of 
letters.  She pulls them out and skims them.

OPAL
Rejection slips... Last one’s dated 
today.

(reading it)
“Although I admire the sensitivity 
you bring to your work, we must 
regretfully pass.”

JAMES MOORER
That’s not so bad.

OPAL
Yeah, but they’re all like that... 
It’s not the no’s that kill you, 
it’s the almosts.
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JIM TROESH
Amen to that.

HALLWAY TO THE BACK ROOM

Doc teeteringly carries a huge box of art and construction 
supplies to the closed door of the performance space, sets it 
down with a “WHOOF!”  Within, BANGING and SOUNDS OF BUILDING.

Doc POUNDS on the door to be heard.  Neil Johnson cracks open 
the door, a welder’s helmet on his head, visor open.

DOC
Think this is the last of it...

NEIL
Brilliant, thanks.

He reaches down to grab it.  Doc tries to rubberneck to see 
into the room.  Neil straightens and blocks him.

NEIL
Not a peek, or I will blast you to 
stone.

He carries the box into the room and SLAMS the door behind 
him.  SOUND OF WELDING FIRING UP.  Doc smiles.

DOC
Wicked...

UP FRONT - OPAL AND THE REGULARS

COFFEE BEAN
I talked to everyone at the Bean. 
No one remembers seeing who was at 
that table.

CRYSTAL
He shoulda been writing it here, 
it’s too easy to be invisible at a 
Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf. 

COFFEE BEAN
(to Opal)

Anything you and Doc can do to 
help?

OPAL
Well, of course... Let’s go get 
Doc.

She heads off to the back room with him.
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Theo’s been listening on the outskirts, uncomprehending. He 
turns to Tom Katsis.

THEO
Why’s he asking them for help?  
Aren’t they the competition?

TOM KATSIS 
You’re new in town, tenderfoot.  
Everyone on the Strip knows you 
come to the Paradise for help.  

JIM TROESH
They’re Nick and Nora, McMillan and 
Wife...

(Theo doesn’t get it)
I take it you don’t read books or 
watch old movies or TV shows much.

THEO
More of a Play Station iPhone 
Google guy, really.

JIM TROESH
So you’re not gonna get anything I 
say about pretty much anything.

CALI
(clarifying it)

Most folks don’t go to the cops if 
they can help it, and have you ever 
known a real person who’s gone to a 
private eye?  So...

THEO
Savage Donut Paradise.

JIM TROESH
Doc and Opal are plugged in, know a 
little about a lot and a lot about 
a little.

CALI
Plus there’s nobody they don’t know 
one way or another.  

JIM TROESH
It’s a gift they’ve got.

CALI
Like being double-jointed, or able 
to get one of those plush aliens 
out of that claw machine.
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THEO
Wow.

BACK HALLWAY - OPAL, COFFEE BEAN AND DOC

Doc listening intently and with concern.

DOC
You really think they might be 
intending to off themselves 
tonight?

OPAL
Not tonight -- at dawn.

EXT. SAVAGE DONUT PARADISE - NIGHT

Out on the street, we see a LIMO pull up.  JONATHAN 
KAPLAN(40s, rumpled, not bad-looking), expressionless in a 
chauffeur uniform, jumps out and moves quickly, about to open 
the rear passenger-side door.        

DIRK RAMMER
The door, get the assing door! 

Jonathan opens the door.  DIRK RAMMER, SANDY TONGUE and DEREK 
JUTTING, the weathered members of the band PUSSY WHIPPED 
emerge, looking like a fatal collision between a cycle club 
of male leather dykes and a piercings truck.

DIRK RAMMER
(scanning the facade)

Is this a joke?  Is this some kind 
of sick David Lynch Judy Garland 
Mickey Rooney Guernica My Lai kind 
of joke?!

SANDY TONGUE
(off Kaplan’s 
incomprehension)

My colleague is enquiring what on 
earth would make you think this is 
any kind of establishment we would 
ever have the least inclination to 
patronize.

JONATHAN KAPLAN
I thought you might like someplace 
to chill before the Viper gig.

DIRK RAMMER
Chill?  Do you think we need a 
defecating meat locker, do we look 
in need of bloody preservation?
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JONATHAN KAPLAN
Well...

DIRK RAMMER
Frig it, anything’s better than 
that pustule of a Town Car....

They sweep past him... 

INTO THE PARADISE

They surge up to the counter, a cloud of foul temper, as 
Opal, Coffee Bean and Doc are emerging from the back.

SANDY TONGUE
Can we get some service here?

OPAL
We’ve got a possible suicide.

SANDY TONGUE
Yes, love, me, unless I get some 
attention.

She sidles over to them.

DIRK RAMMER
We’re playing the cunt of a Viper 
Room in forty-eight minutes.   

SANDY TONGUE
That is, if we don’t pluck each 
other’s eyes out and eat them with 
dip.

DIRK RAMMER
We’re not exactly having a Tahitian 
vacation here.

DEREK JUTTING
That’s because you couldn’t hit a 
note with projectile vomit.

DIRK RAMMER
Yeah, well at least I don’t play 
tenor sax like Shirley Temple 
blowing the Sixth Fleet.

DEREK JUTTING
Is that an insult or a compliment?
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SANDY TONGUE
(to Opal)

Think you can manage to boil water 
in that amount of time, love?

DIRK RAMMER
I swear if I have another cup of 
tea I will rotate my head like 
Linda anal Blair.

OPAL
We have eighty-two brands of soda.

DIRK RAMMER
Mr. Pibb.

DEREK JUTTING
Mexican Coke.

SANDY TONGUE
Cherry Crush.

She notices Jonathan standing just outside.

OPAL
Your driver want something?

DIRK RAMMER
You mean, besides a colonoscopy and 
a personality transplant?

DEREK JUTTING
He’s just envious because he 
doesn’t get to wear the hat with 
the shiny bill.

DIRK RAMMER
Bite me, Derek.  No, I forgot, you 
wear your granny’s dentures.

DEREK JUTTING
Your point being...?

OPAL
That’s nine bucks.

DIRK RAMMER
Start a tab.

OPAL
Cash only.

DIRK RAMMER
Euros?
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OPAL
Sure.

He digs in a pocket and drops a tenner.  They head off toward 
a table.  

A BLACK GUY WITH DREADS (30s) enters, a little disoriented, 
scans the place and approaches Opal.  He holds a SAVAGE DONUT 
PARADISE CARD.

BLACK GUY
I got an airline ticket and...

OPAL
(nodding toward Val Rymer)

You want him.

He ambles over to where Val Rymer is sitting.  Rymer rises.

VAL RYMER & BLACK GUY
(in unison)

I’m Val Rymer.

Both slowly sit at the small table, stunned.

BACK UP FRONT WITH Opal AND THE REGULARS

Still around the table with the manuscript. Coffee Bean has 
departed. Doc joins them.

OPAL
There’s no name or address on the 
rejections, they tore that part 
off....

JIM TROESH
Like they’re determined to stay 
mysterious.

CALI
He says he was eleven in 1997. That 
would make him twenty-three now.

OPAL
If he’s the character in the book.  
It might not be autobiography.

JIM TROESH
Everything we write is auto-
biography, one way or another.

TOM KATSIS
Yes, but are we talking literally 
or metaphorically?
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CRYSTAL
This is getting us nowhere.

DOC
There’s lipstick on the cup.

CALI
So it’s a girl.

JAMES MOORER
Or a drag queen.  Or some guy who 
likes to wear lipstick.

TOM KATSIS
What color is it?

CALI
What’s that got to do with 
anything?

TOM KATSIS
If it’s black they could be, what 
do they call it?  Those crazy 
vampire people.

DOC
Goth.

OPAL
It’s red.

TOM KATSIS
Okay, now we’re getting somewhere.

JIM TROESH
Yeah, we’re down to anyone who 
might wear red lipstick.

CALI
Maybe we could get her DNA off it.

OPAL
Yeah, if this was CSI and we lived 
in TVland.

Opal takes out her cell phone, punches numbers.

CALI
What are you doing?

OPAL
Calling the cops.

FADE OUT.
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END ACT ONE
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